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Scaling Up Digital Circuit
Computation with DNA Strand
Displacement Cascades
Lulu Qian1 and Erik Winfree1,2,3*
To construct sophisticated biochemical circuits from scratch, one needs to understand how
simple the building blocks can be and how robustly such circuits can scale up. Using a simple
DNA reaction mechanism based on a reversible strand displacement process, we experimentally
demonstrated several digital logic circuits, culminating in a four-bit square-root circuit that
comprises 130 DNA strands. These multilayer circuits include thresholding and catalysis within
every logical operation to perform digital signal restoration, which enables fast and reliable
function in large circuits with roughly constant switching time and linear signal propagation
delays. The design naturally incorporates other crucial elements for large-scale circuitry, such
as general debugging tools, parallel circuit preparation, and an abstraction hierarchy supported by
an automated circuit compiler.
he power and mystery of life is entangled
within the information processing at the
heart of all cellular machinery. Engineering
molecular information processing systems may
allow us to tap into that power and elucidate principles that will help us to understand and appre-
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ciate the mystery. DNA is an excellent engineering
material for biochemical circuits because its biological nature supports technological applications
in vivo, its easy chemical synthesis facilitates practical experiments in vitro, its combinatorial structure provides sufficient sequence design space, and
the Watson-Crick complementarity principle enables predictable molecular behavior.
DNA has been used as a computing substrate since the first demonstration of solving
a seven-city Hamiltonian path problem in 1994
(1) and has evolved away from competing with
silicon to embedding control within molecular
systems. Although DNA automata can be built
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with deoxyribozymes (2, 3) or with restriction
enzymes (4), the introduction of toehold-mediated
DNA strand displacement enabled enzyme-free
DNA machinery that is automated by hybridization alone (5–8). A DNA strand can serve as
a signal when it is free, but is inhibited when it
is bound to a complementary strand. A singlestranded DNA signal can first bind to a partially
double-stranded complex by a single-stranded
domain called a toehold, then release the originally bound strand after branch migration has
occurred. Thus, an output signal can be activated upon the arrival of an input signal, and the
reaction rate can be controlled by the length of
the toehold. This principle has inspired the development of a rich theory (9, 10) and practice
(11–13) of DNA strand displacement circuits,
resulting in a wide range of applications such as
medical therapeutics in vivo (14), molecular
instruments in situ (15), and biomedical diagnostics in vitro (16). To date, the largest digital
circuit built with DNA strand displacement cascades involved 12 initial DNA species (11).
However, their logic gates were constructed with
multistranded DNA complexes, challenging sequence design constraints were required, and
signal restoration occurred only at the circuit
output, perhaps explaining why the performance
decayed surprisingly with scale.
To create a scalable DNA circuit architecture,
we proposed (17) a simple DNA gate motif—a
“seesaw” gate—that makes use of a reversible
strand displacement reaction based on the principle of toehold exchange (8, 12). In this context,
seesawing is the reversible reaction that exchanges
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easily wired into circuits with arbitrary numbers
of inputs (fan-in) and outputs (fan-out) at each
gate, and they can be reconfigured to perform an
AND or OR logic function through simple concentration adjustments. DNA sequence design is
straightforward because of the independence of
strand domains. The simplicity of gate structures
makes parallel DNA synthesis and circuit preparation plausible. We present all circuits using a
formal abstraction that concisely defines the DNA

species and their initial states, thus determining
the circuit wiring, logical function, and temporal
behavior. The size of the circuits implemented
here with the seesaw architecture is larger than
any previous strand displacement circuit, as measured by the number of initial DNA species in the
circuit, by at least a factor of 5.
In the seesaw abstraction, each DNA gate
is represented by a two-sided node (Fig. 1A
and fig. S1, A and B). Each DNA signal is

Downloaded from www.sciencemag.org on February 1, 2012

the activity of DNA signals; a pair of seesawing
steps completes a catalytic cycle, allowing signal
amplification and signal isolation. A pair of seesaw gates can perform AND or OR operation,
sufficient for universal Boolean function evaluation using dual-rail logic (18). A robust digital
abstraction is maintained by embedding thresholding and catalysis into every logic operation to
clean up signal degradation. With the use of plugand-play molecular components, gates can be

Fig. 1. The seesaw gate motif and its DNA implementation. (A) Abstract
diagram for a gate. Black numbers indicate identities of nodes (or interfaces
to those nodes in a network). Red numbers within the nodes or on the wires
indicate relative concentrations of different initial DNA species. Each species plays a specific role (e.g., input) within a gate and has a unique name
(e.g., w2,5) within a network. Colored lines represent DNA strands at the
domain level, with arrowheads marking their 3′ ends and colors indicating
distinct DNA sequences. S2, S5, and S6 are long (15-nucleotide) recognition domains corresponding to nodes 2, 5, and 6; S7 does not interact with
other nodes in the network but preserves the uniform format of a signal
strand. T is a short (5-nucleotide) toehold domain; T* is the Watson-Crick
complement of T, etc.; s2* is the first few nucleotides of S2* from the 3′
end. (B) Abstract diagram for a reporter; F and Q denote fluorophore and
quencher, respectively. (C) Three basic reaction mechanisms involved in a
seesaw network: seesawing, thresholding, and reporting. Solid circles with
www.sciencemag.org

two colors indicate signal strands that have two sides. Colored pac-men
indicate threshold or reporter complexes. w2,5 is the signal strand that connects gates 2 and 5; G5:5,6 is signal strand w5,6 bound to gate 5; Th2,5:5 is the
threshold that absorbs w2,5 when it arrives at gate 5; and Rep6 is the
reporter that absorbs wi,6 and generates fluorescence signal for any i. (D)
One cycle of a seesaw catalytic reaction. (E) Kinetics experiments of the
seesaw DNA catalyst with a threshold. Threshold complex, gate:output
complex, fuel strand, and reporter complex were mixed in solution with
relative concentrations of 0.5×, 1×, 2×, and 1.5×, respectively (standard
concentration 1× = 100 nM). Input strands were then added at 0.0× to 1.0×
in increments of 0.1×. Sequences of strands are listed in tables S2 and S3,
circuit 2. Experiments were performed at 20°C in Tris-acetate-EDTA buffer
containing 12.5 mM Mg2+. Output signals were inferred by fluorescence
signals normalized to the maximum completion level. (F) Input versus output
plot of (E). The output at ~3 hours is replotted against the initial input.
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saw gate with a few wires can create a catalytic
cycle in which input transforms free fuel into free
output without being consumed in the process
(Fig. 1D and fig. S1, B and C). Initially, the output
signal is bound to the right side of the gate; the
input and fuel signals are free (in our analogy, the
output is riding on the right side of the seesaw
board; the input and fuel are wandering around).
The input signal first releases the output signal and
binds to the gate instead (the input jumps onto the
left side of the board and makes the output jump
off). The fuel signal then displaces the input signal
by binding to the gate in the same way (the fuel
pushes off the input). A catalytic cycle has been
completed. In general, a free signal on one side of
a seesaw gate can catalyze the exchange of signals
on the other side, and this exchange will not happen without the catalyst. These reactions are driven forward by the entropy of equilibration for the
seesawing reactions. A small amount of free input
can catalyze the release of a large amount of free
output (fig. S2).
Thresholding can be directly combined with a
seesaw catalyst to support a digital abstraction—
which is the basic principle underlying digital

logic in electronics—by pushing the intrinsically
analog signal toward either the ideal ON or OFF
value. Fluorescence kinetics experiments (Fig. 1E)
demonstrated the circuit in Fig. 1A connected to
the reporter in Fig. 1B. The input-versus-output
relationship (plotted in Fig. 1F) reveals a sharp
threshold, ideal for signal restoration.
A cascade of two seesaw gates can compute
the logic function OR or AND. To explain this,
we introduce two composable seesaw components for digital circuits. We first define the
gross production of signal X as the total amount
eventually released from the gate:
þ∞

〈X 〉 ¼ ∫ X prod ðtÞdt
0

ð1Þ

Motivated by sequence design constraints (figs. S3
and S4), we then define two types of feedforward
seesaw gates, each assuming an irreversible downstream drain. The first type is called an amplifying
gate. It has a threshold and fuel. If the gross
production of its input is greater than the initial
amount of threshold, the output will keep being
released catalytically until it reaches the maximum, which is the initial amount of bound

Fig. 2. Digital logic gates implemented with the seesaw DNA motif. (A) Abstract diagram of a
seesaw circuit that computes either OR or AND, depending on the initial concentration of the
threshold. Input signals x1 (w1,2) and x2 (w3,2) are summed together at gate 2 and, if they exceed
the threshold, are amplified by gate 5 to generate output signal y (w5,6), which is reported by the
ROX fluorophore in reporter 6. (B) Domain-level DNA implementation of the two-input AND or OR
gate. (C) Kinetics experiments. Input strands were at 0.1× (0, logic OFF) or 0.9× (1, logic ON),
where 1× = 100 nM. Sequences of strands are listed in tables S2 and S3, circuit 3. Experiments
were performed at 20°C.
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represented by a wire. Each side of the node can
be connected to any number of wires. Each wire
connects two different sides of two nodes. Each
red number indicates one DNA species with its
initial relative concentration: Each number on a
wire corresponds to a free signal strand; each
number within a node at the end of a wire corresponds to a bound signal strand (positive number) or a threshold that absorbs a signal when it
arrives at the gate (negative number). A reporter
that transforms a DNA signal into a fluorescence
signal is represented by half a node with a zigzag
arrow (Fig. 1B), with its initial relative concentration written similar to a threshold.
Each signal is a single-stranded DNA molecule that has two recognition domains identifying the two gates it connects, one on either side
of a central toehold domain. Each gate is associated with a gate base strand that has (the complement of ) one recognition domain flanked by
two toehold domains. When a signal strand is
bound to a gate, it forms a gate:signal complex
with the gate’s base strand. At any given moment (not counting the transient states during
reactions shown in fig. S1C), a gate base strand
always has a signal strand bound to one side,
leaving the toehold on the other side uncovered.
There are three basic reactions involved in
a seesaw network (Fig. 1C and fig. S1C). The
first one is seesawing: A free signal on one side
of a gate can release a signal bound on the other
side of the gate by toehold-mediated strand displacement. The process starts with the free signal
strand (e.g., w2,5) hybridizing to the gate:signal
complex (e.g., G5:5,6) at the uncovered toehold
domain (e.g., T *) and then undergoing branch migration through the recognition domain (e.g., S5).
The previously bound signal will fall off when it
is attached to the gate base strand only by the
short toehold. The resulting gate:signal complex
(e.g., G2,5:5) will have an uncovered toehold on
the other side, and therefore the now-free signal
(e.g., w5,6) can reverse the process symmetrically.
The second reaction is thresholding: A threshold species associated with a gate and an impinging signal can react with the signal by means
of a longer toehold (e.g., s2*T*), producing
only inert waste species that have no exposed
toehold. Thresholding is much faster than seesawing because the toehold-mediated strand displacement rate grows exponentially with toehold
length for short toeholds (7, 8). As a result, seesawing effectively only happens when the input
signal exceeds the threshold. The third reaction
is reporting: A reporter species similar to a threshold, but modified with a fluorophore and quencher pair, can absorb an impinging signal while
generating a fluorescence signal. Unlike thresholding, reporting does not compete with seesawing, and it therefore does not require a longer
toehold.
DNA signals can play different roles such as
input (signals that arrive at a gate), output (signals
that are produced by a gate), and fuel (signals that
help to catalytically produce the output). One see-

output; otherwise, the output remains at zero. An
amplifying gate can support multiple outputs.
This is simply done by adding one bound output
signal for each output wire. These gate:output
complexes will have the same gate base strand
bound by signal strands with different right-side
recognition domains to connect to different downstream gates. To sufficiently drive the release of all
outputs, the initial amount of free fuel will be
twice the sum of all initially bound outputs:

side recognition domain but different left-side recognition domains to connect to different upstream
gates. With multiple inputs, the output will be the
sum of all inputs. To ensure that all free inputs can
be transformed into free output, the initial amount
of bound output must be at least the maximum
sum of all inputs that can possibly arrive:

ð3Þ

ð2Þ
The second type is called an integrating gate. It
has no threshold or fuel. The output is released
stoichiometrically with the input. An integrating
gate can support multiple inputs. This is simply
done by adding one input signal for each input
wire. These input strands will have the same right-

An integrating gate followed by an amplifying
gate can compute either OR or AND (Fig. 2A). A
two-input OR gate will have an integrating gate
that outputs the sum of the two inputs. The
downstream amplifying gate will output 1 when
the sum is greater than 0.6 and will output 0
otherwise. In practice, the outputs will not be
exactly 0 or 1 because of spurious or incomplete
reactions, so we must ensure that logic gates will
function correctly even with imperfect inputs.

Assuming a digital abstraction where OFF signals
may be in the range 0 to 0.2 and ON signals in the
range 0.8 to 1, we see that only when both inputs
are OFF can the output remain OFF. Changing
the threshold from 0.6 to 1.2 computes AND. In
this case, only when both inputs are ON can the
sum exceed the threshold and catalyze the output
to be ON.
In kinetics experiments, a reporter gate was
used to provide an irreversible drain and to transform the output into a fluorescence signal. With
exactly the same set of molecules (Fig. 2B) but
different initial concentrations of the threshold,
OR and AND computations were demonstrated
(Fig. 2C). The AND gate behaved slower than
the OR gate because the initial concentration
of the threshold was higher, so it took longer
for the upstream signal to exceed the threshold.
Thanks to the thresholding and catalysis, even
when the inputs were imperfect (0.1 was used
for OFF inputs and 0.9 for ON inputs), the outputs still achieved ideal OFF and ON signal levels,
preserving the digital abstraction.
Two-layer cascading was demonstrated with
OR-OR, AND-OR, OR-AND, and AND-AND

Fig. 3. Digital logic composition implemented with the
seesaw DNA motif. (A) Circuit
layer versus delay in OR cascades. Half completion times
of seven selected experiments
with a single input being ON
in OR cascade circuits (Fig.
2 and figs. S5 and S6) are
plotted against the depth
of the activated input. (B)
Circuit layer versus switching time in OR cascades. The
time intervals between 20%
and 80% completion of the
above seven experiments are
plotted against the depth of
the activated input. (C) A circuit with four layers and five
AND or OR gates. Numbers
aligned with six input wires
are logic values of respective inputs from 12 different
experiments. Rectangles indicate the experiments where
the output stayed OFF. Trajectories and their corresponding
inputs have matching colors.
(D) A circuit with a four-input
OR gate. (E) A circuit with a
four-output OR gate. Outputs
from top to bottom in the
circuit diagram correspond
to plotted data of left top,
right top, left bottom, and
right bottom. Abstract diagrams of seesaw circuits in
(C), (D), and (E) are included in figs. S7, S8, and S9, respectively. Sequences of strands are listed in tables S2 and S3, circuits 7, 8, and 9, respectively. Experiments were performed at
20°C, 1× = 100 nM, and 0.1× was used for OFF and 0.9× for ON inputs.
www.sciencemag.org
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(fig. S5). In all tested cases, the output went to
the correct ON or OFF state. A three-OR cascade
(fig. S6, A and B) and a four-OR cascade (fig. S6,
C and D) also worked. The delay time required
for circuit computation increased linearly with
the number of layers (Fig. 3A). However, once
the threshold for the output gate was exceeded,
the signal increased at roughly the same rate as
in the smaller circuit (Fig. 3B). In a circuit with
four layers, two AND gates, and three OR gates,
with 12 different combinations of inputs, the
output went to clear and correct ON or OFF
states in 8 hours (Fig. 3C).
Because integrating gates support multiple
inputs and amplifying gates support multiple
outputs, logic gates built from a pair of them can
easily support fan-in and fan-out. In a circuit with
a four-input OR gate, only when all inputs from
the upstream OR gates were OFF did the output

stay OFF (Fig. 3D). In a circuit with a four-output
OR gate, each output copied the correct logic
from the upstream OR gate (Fig. 3E). Circuits
with a four-input AND gate and a four-output
AND gate are shown in fig. S8C and fig. S9C,
respectively.
To demonstrate a digital circuit with an interesting function, we built a circuit that computes
the floor of the square root of a four-bit binary
number (Fig. 4A). It is not an optimized digital
logic circuit; it is designed to showcase AND, OR,
NOT, NAND, NOR, fan-in, and fan-out of logic
gates, as well as fan-out of input signals. NOT gates
are difficult to implement directly using representations where the ON or OFF state of an input is
determined by the presence or absence of a single
DNA species: A circuit might compute a false
output before all input strands are added, because
NOT gates already produce ON signals in the

Fig. 4. A square-root circuit implemented with the seesaw DNA motif. (A)
A digital logic circuit that computes the floor of the square root of four-bit
binary numbers. (B) Abstract diagram of the seesaw circuit that is equivalent to the square-root digital logic circuit. xi0 and xi1 are dual-rail inputs
of xi, and they represent logic OFF and ON, respectively (the same rule
applies to the outputs). Each pair of seesaw gates implements an AND (∧)
or OR (∨) gate. Each pair of dual-rail AND or OR gates implements one
ANDNOT, OR, NAND, or NOR gate. Red dots indicate positive red numbers,
specifying initial relative concentrations of free or bound signals; red circles indicate negative red numbers, specifying initial relative concentra-
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absence of their inputs, and for use-once circuits
(such as seesaw circuits), computations cannot
be undone. Therefore, we use dual-rail logic (fig.
S10B). Each input is replaced by a pair of inputs,
representing logic ON and OFF separately. Each
logic gate is replaced by a pair of AND or OR
gates. (Taking the NOR gate as an example, output being OFF is the OR of both inputs being
ON; output being ON is the AND of both inputs
being OFF.) Initially, the pair of inputs is absent,
indicating that the logic value of this signal is unknown. At the beginning of computation, one input of the pair will be added, indicating either
logic ON or OFF. In this way, no computation will
take place before the input signals arrive. With
dual-rail logic, any AND-OR-NOT circuit can be
transformed into an equivalent circuit with AND
or OR gates only. Then, any AND-OR circuit can
be further transformed into an equivalent seesaw

tions of thresholds or reporters. An example of a two-input, two-output OR
gate is highlighted; full details are provided in fig. S10. (C) Kinetics
experiments of the square-root circuit with all combinations of inputs from
0000 to 1111. All 16 plots are shown separately in fig. S11. (D) Kinetics
experiments that compute the square roots of 0, 1, 4, and 9. Trajectories
and their corresponding outputs have matching colors. Dotted and solid
lines indicate dual-rail outputs that represent logic OFF and ON, respectively. Sequences of strands are listed in tables S4 to S7. Experiments were
performed at 25°C, 1× = 50 nM, and 0.1× was used for OFF and 0.9× for
ON inputs.
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circuit, with the construction we described above,
and translated into DNA. The seesaw circuit that
is equivalent to the square-root circuit in Fig. 4A is
shown in Fig. 4B. This circuit has 74 initial DNA
species, excluding inputs. When it runs, there are
130 different DNA strands—consisting of 15 to
33 nucleotides each—interacting within one test
tube. With all possible inputs from 0000 to 1111,
outputs went to the correct ON state or OFF state.
The 16 plots are superimposed in Fig. 4C, and
four selected examples are shown separately in
Fig. 4D.
As circuits grow in size, a general debugging
tool would be useful. In addition to the four output
reporters for the square-root circuit, we had a fifth
reporter to read one arbitrary internal output at a
time (fig. S12). To do so, only one extra wire that
connects the target gate to the fifth reporter needed
to be added to the circuit. This corresponds to a
single bound signal strand as an additional output
from the target gate. Internal outputs from an OR
gate, an AND gate, and an ANDNOT gate were
observed without disturbing the functioning of
the square-root circuit (fig. S13).
In our experiments, especially as the circuit
size increased, we encountered issues related to
sequence design and experimental conditions. For
example, we added “clamps” to eliminate one type
of leaky reaction (figs. S14 to S16), chose an optimal toehold length (fig. S17), selected the synthesis procedure for DNA strands (fig. S18), and
adjusted the running temperature (fig. S19).
All components in seesaw circuits can be easily obtained from single-stranded DNA precursors (fig. S20), which facilitates parallel synthesis
using DNA microarrays and parallel circuit preparation (19). During annealing, intramolecular hairpins form first and become kinetically trapped
before other intermolecular reactions occur (20).
Then, the undesired stem-loop fragments can be
removed by restriction enzyme digestion or photocleavage. Kinetics experiments showed that
thresholding and catalysis by a single seesaw gate
worked well with DNA complexes prepared from
hairpins (fig. S21).
The simple and systematic architecture for
seesaw circuits made it possible to build quantitative models and to compile digital logic networks all the way to their DNA implementations.
With just five rate constant parameters, our models fit single-gate data well (figs. S22 and S23)
and semiquantitatively reproduced all other experimental data (figs. S24 to S31). The compiler
[figs. S32 and S33; see also (21)] automatically
translates any feedforward logic circuit into its
equivalent seesaw circuit and DNA sequences,
generates Mathematica and Systems Biology
Markup Language (SBML) (22) code for simulations at the chemical reaction level, and generates DNA strand displacement calculus (DSD)
(10) code for visualization and simulation at the
domain level.
Three general principles guided us in successfully scaling up the complexity of DNA strand
displacement circuitry. Simplicity: With just three

basic reactions (seesawing, thresholding, and
reporting) involving just four types of active species (free or bound signal, threshold, and reporter)
comprising no more than two short strands, it is
possible to develop a detailed understanding that
generalizes to all units in a complex network.
Abstraction: With five levels of hierarchical abstraction (DNA sequence, DNA domain, seesaw
circuit, dual-rail logic, and AND-OR-NOT logic),
design and analysis can take place at a higher level
while neglecting irrelevant details. Tolerance: Signal restoration within every logic operation ensures that the digital abstraction is maintained
even when synthesis and operational defects are
inevitable.
Despite the speed, robustness, and straightforward sequence design of seesaw circuits, further scaling up will encounter challenges such as
increased spurious binding that slows down the
desired reaction rates and decreases the effectiveness of the thresholds. We expect that these
challenges can be partially addressed by improved sequence design and by running reactions
at lower concentrations (see supporting online
material). However, a better solution would be
to transition from solution-phase circuitry to circuitry organized on a surface, such as DNA
origami (23–25), where adjacent DNA gates can
interact without diffusion, spurious interactions
are limited to immediate neighbors, and sequences can be safely reused in spatially separated
locations.
A picture is now emerging for the future of
DNA strand displacement circuitry. Proposals for
systematic design of circuits with analog behavior
(9) and systems that exploit spatial structures (26)
make use of DNA complexes only moderately
more complex than those used here. The problems of making reusable DNA gate components
(27) powered by a single universal fuel (28) are
being tackled. It is not yet clear what limits the
amount of intelligence (29) that purely nucleic acid
systems can exhibit.
As with other DNA strand displacement
cascades, seesaw circuits can be applied to the
embedded sensing and control of various molecular events by adapting biological signals such
as microRNAs (11), small molecules (30), and
proteins (31) as inputs or outputs. Moreover, the
seesaw motif is structurally similar to microRNAs
and small interfering RNAs (32, 33)—all are
short duplex nucleic acids with single-stranded
overhangs processed from hairpins—hinting at
the possibility that strand displacement circuitry
may play an important, although still obscure,
regulatory role within biological cells.
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